
COMP314:

Virtuous Cycle

Cycles of activity and software projects

Automation and tools in a software company

Testing as part of feedback cycles



Programming Cycle

Specification Program

Code Construction

Inspection



Programming Cycle - single bug

Selected Bug Shared Code

Fix Bug

Continuous Integration

~8 hours



Programming Cycle - 10s lines
of code (personal task)

Selected Task Personal copy
of code

Type code

Compilation
Unit tests

~10s minutes



Multiple levels of cycles

Selected Task Personal copy
of code

Type code

Compilation
Unit tests

Selected Bug Shared Code

Fix Bug

Central Checking

Quiet Point



A Virtuous Cycle

 High bandwidth – get as much
feedback as possible

 Low Latency – get feedback as soon
as possible



Examples of interesting cycles

 Innovation cycle - development of
new products and ideas

 Science - selection of ideas and
deliberate testing of them



A Very Short History of
Software Engineering

 October 1968
NATO Workshop term “Software
Engineering” coined

 1960’s - now
Lots of fumbling around in the dark

 1990s - now
“Extreme programming” or “Agile
programming” – keep it light, simple,
fast, only do what is needed



NetValue Development

Tools that are used as part of the development cycle
cvscheck

compilation
style checking 
testing

javadocs
documentation

jumble
quality of unit testing



NetValue Development

cvscheck - Source Code Control and Build
 Shared
Centralized
Automatic

Continuous Integration



Cvscheck - output



Cvscheck - output



cvscheck - 15mins

 Compilation
with and without test code

 Running unit tests
 full set of 1,700 tests every 15 mins
 In jar file and locally

 Comments to html documentation





cvscheck cont.

 Source code checks
spelling, style, variable name conventions

 Full release build
 Every 6 hours
 Tested on four platforms (Linux, MacOSX, Windows

HPC, Windows Server)



Testing – If you can’t measure it
why should you believe it?

 Unit tests

 “assert” statements

 Pre/post conditions

 Others …

Test in multiple ways:



Unit Tests

 Independent
important when isolating problems

 Can be run automatically
speeds process of integration and
makes cycles faster



What are unit tests easiest for?

 “Small” self contained classes with
clean interface and well defined state

 Facilities for constructing more
complex environments

 Can easily set up many tests for
different classes that implement the
same interface



What are unit tests good for?

 Fast feedback on system wide errors
in a shared environment

 Documenting usage
 New hires - what are the local coding

standards?



What do unit tests find hard

 Non-deterministic code
 Timing dependent code
 Strongly system and environment

dependent code
 GUI (human artistic judgment)

although regression testing is
possible



How good are our unit tests?

 Necessary to test coverage of tests.

 “Coverage” of lines not enough – just
because a line was executed and
didn’t throw an exception doesn’t tell
us much

 Hence use mutation testing where
code “mutated” and unit tests run to
check if the mutation found.



jumble

 Jumble - Computes score for how well testing
covers code - runs incrementally

Now an open source project.
Combination of work by Reel Two, student

projects and department.







Other testing

 “assert” statements
at loop/statement level

 Integrity constraints
(pre/post-conditions) at
instance/class level

 Good techniques for non-
deterministic code (early detection of
failure)

 Interacts well with unit tests



Documentation of code

 Use the standard “javadoc” system
 checkstyle will insist on all public

methods and classes being
documented.

 I will insist that the documentation
be good quality



Good documentation

 Documenting data structures is more
important than operations on them

 Too much documentation is bad
 Document why a method exists rather

than what it does









cvscheck cont.



Cycles and Times

 Code construction unit and style
checking - interactive to minutes

 cvscheck - 15mins to 6 hours
 Performance and extreme testing -

days
 Release - weeks and months
 Product sales - months to years



Programming Cycle - 10s lines
of code (personal task)

Selected Task Personal copy
of code

Type code

Compilation
Unit tests

~10s minutes

Speed up using IDE

Quiet point when local
tests pass



Programming Cycle - single bug

Selected Bug Shared Code

Fix Bug

Continuous Integration

~8 hours

Speed up with svn and 
cvscheck

Quiet point when all central 
tests pass



Release Cycle

Feature
Selection

Code
Documentation

hardware

User inspection

~weeks to months

Quiet point when user 
accepts

System Construction



Product Cycle

Product 
specification

Code
Documentation

hardware

Market feedback
$$

~months to years

Quiet point when getting
Revenue from product

System Construction



How to improve a cycle

make it fast
remove unnecessary work
automate where possible
plan the quiet points

get as much feedback as possible
look for “risks” 



Programming Iterations

Following our principles above
make each iteration as short as possible
less than one week (8 hours programming)
in some cases hours or minutes

Think about the iteration beforehand 
you may be surprised how small and short they can be



Terms introduced

Cycle - process of performing action and
receiving feedback on result

Quiet Point - when a cycle has achieved its goal

Continuous integration - cycle where 
programmers contribute code to a shared
repository and global testing is done

Unit tests - tests that are independent and
automated



Summary

Can view software projects as cycles of activities

Modern “agile” programming emphasizes the value 
of short productive cycles

The goal is to deliver value - not to spend time
doing useless make work

Automated tools are an important way of speeding 
and improving such cycles


